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This luxury high quality home enjoys prime positioning at the top of the hill with unrivalled views of all of Adelaide, from

the ocean to the bustling CBD. Enjoy some of the best views you're ever going to see! Discover the epitome of luxury

living, a meticulously renovated property that promises a lifestyle of sophistication and comfort. Perfectly positioned in

the serene landscape of Pasadena, this residence offers a harmonious blend of modern elegance, panoramic views, and

convenient amenities, making it the perfect sanctuary to call home.Once you step inside this masterpiece all you need to

do is enjoy your new home, no stone has been left unturned. You will be greeted by spacious interiors adorned with

high-end finishes and flooded with natural light, thanks to the picture windows. Whether you're unwinding in the elegant

living spaces or entertaining guests, every corner of this home exudes an ambiance of timeless sophistication,

unbelievable views and warmth.Another added bonus is the detached multi-purpose retreat which can be utilised as a

home office, games room or whatever your heart desires. There is enough room for the whole family to spread their wings

and fly.Retreat to your spectacular master suite and like a lot of the house, you can enjoy the amazing city views with a

generous walk-in robe and spacious luxury ensuite your personal comfort is assured.Another rare feature is the six-car

garage and off-street parking which is available for another four. Providing ample space for your prized vehicles and

additional storage options. Meanwhile, outdoor enthusiasts will appreciate the lush garden, equipped with an advanced

irrigation system, perfect for al fresco dining or basking in the tranquillity of nature's beauty.Summary Of

Features:Stunning lifestyle propertyGorgeous family retreatExpansive family homeDetached retreat4 spacious

bedrooms3 spacious bathroomsMultiple living spacesFormal and informal zonesSix Car GarageLarge Balcony with

amazing viewsLush Garden with Advanced Irrigation SystemConvenient LocationIn addition to many more

features……..Connected to the National Park and majestically overlooking the entire Adelaide plain, this position cannot

be beaten!  Also, the vibrant Pasadena Shopping Centre is just a stone throw away for your convenience, 5 Riviera Court

offers the best of both worlds – convenient access to recreational opportunities and lifestyle amenities while still enjoying

the privacy and serenity of suburban living. Don't miss out on the opportunity to make this exceptional property your

forever home. Contact Rahul today to secure and embark on a journey to elevated living in Pasadena.


